


SUPERTUTES

➤ 20 tables, 8 students per table, 1 tutor per 4 tables 
➤ 2 hr classes, 3 hypotheticals discussed in tables - then 

as the entire group (largely me providing an ‘answer’) 
➤ table groups assigned, completed weekly IFATs



WEEKLY IFAT CLASS QUIZ

➤ attempt to drive pre-
class study and use 
peer pressure (group 
marks) 

➤ excellent engagement 
➤ massive increase in 

attendance 
➤ 1.4 marks / week was 

enough (surprisingly)
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Peter Griffin was an employee of the Simpson Hotel in Botany 
Bay that was a pub and manufacturer of beer. Peter was the 
head beer salesman and was quite good at his job. Peter sold 
beer to business in the Sydney CBD only. Peter signed a 
contract that had a non-compete clause which stated:

"I Peter Griffin on termination of my employment will not work for 
any alcoholic beverage company in Australia, nor try and solicit 
the customers of Simpson Hotel for a period of 5 years".

The Simpson Hotel has been in existence since 1788 and only 
ever made beer.

Peter quit his job and took a job as a salesman of the Sweet 
Wine Co in Newcastle.

Is the non-compete clause valid or invalid and why?
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Questions

 Poll locked. Responses not accepted.













Upgrade to enable moderation

“what type if term is number 7?”
about 3 years ago

“where did you buy your shirt?”
about 3 years ago

“Could you argue because "strictly" is used it IS a condition (Schuler v Wickman)?”
about 3 years ago

“what time does this lecture finish?”
about 3 years ago

“don't we skip over the chapter on angencies?”
about 3 years ago

“Is there a case in which specific performance was NOT ordered for breach of a sale of land contract?”
about 3 years ago
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